
Grades K-8 

FUN WITH BOOMWHACKERS 
By Chris Judah-Lauder 

Whack Mule 

¬17 50 

20 Fun Songs and Activities to Use With 
Colorful BOOMWHACKERS° Musical 
Tubes 

Lessons Reinforce Standards Set by 
Music Educators National Conference 
for K-8 

Lessons Appear in Order of 
Difficulty for K-8 Classes 

All Activities Thoroughly Kid-Tested! Alfred 



SONG TITLE IF YOL'RE HAPPY 
K-1 

GRADE: 

BOOMWHACKERS BOOMWHACKERS Low C Red, D Orange, E Yellow, G Blue-green, A Blue-vlolet, High C Red 

(one per student) 

FORMATION: Self-space 

TEACHING PROCESS: 

Teach song by rote, encouraging students to clap in the appropriate places. 

.Provide one tube per student. 

Substitute different verses in place of "clap your hands." 

Suggestions: hit your hand 
hit the floor 
hit up high (hit your hand held high above your head) 
knee and hand 
hand and head 

hit down low (hlt your hand held low below your knees) 

Pitch Alternatives to "Clap Your Hands": 

play an A 

play a B 

play a G 

Voice 

you know it, clap your hands. (clap, clap If you're 
If you're hap py and 

If you're hap - py and you know it, then your 

hap py and you know it, clap your hands. (clap, clap) 

hands. (clap, clap). 
face will sure - ly show it, if you' re hap Py and you know it, clap your 
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HORD) SONG TITLES IF YOURE HAPPY (wITH 

K-1 GRADE 

olet 
B Magenta, High C Red 

(one per student) 

BOOMWHACKERS Low C Red, D Orange, Fi Green (opt.).Blue-green, A Ric 

FORMATION Self-space 

TEACHING PROCESS 

Teach song by rote, encouraging students to echo fext (number five, number 

five and one). 
one, 

.Provide one tube per student. 

Explain that tube D, Fi, A, C play on echo of "number one." 

Explain that tube G. B, D play on echo of "number five." 

.Clarify that tube D plays on both the one (1/G) and five (V/D7) chord. 

Sing song and add tube as stated in score. 

The Ft Green tube, which is marked optional, is part of the five-note BOOMWHACKERS° Chromatics set. 
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SONG TTLE 
HICKORY, DICKORY, DOCk 

1-3 
GRADE 

let, High Red 
BOOMWHACKERS Low C Red, D Orange, E Yellow, Blue-green, A Blue-violet i 

(one per student) 

FORMATION: Self-space 

TEACHING PROCESS: 

Teach poem by rote. 

Add body percussion according to sCore (hiffing own hand, filoor or knee). 

All tubes are played simultaneously. 

.On additional verses, tube hits the same number of times that the clock chimes. 

EXTENSION POSSIBILITIES 

Sit in a circle facing in. Every other child plays (dotted quarter note) on the maracas 

throughout the song. After each verse, students place tubes on the floor in front of them 

and move one position clockwise 

Add simple movement to poem (leaning to right hitting hand up high) 
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HICKORY, DICKORY, DOCK 
Arr. Chris Judah-Lauder 

Voice 

Hick o ry, dick - o - ry, dock, the mouse ran up the 

hit knce 1 
BOOMWHACKERS®

hit hand 
Dock! 

hit floor 1 

Voice t 
the mouse ran down. 

clock. The clock struck one, 

hit knee H 

Bw 

hit hand HHH 
The clock! One. 

hit floor 

HH Voice 

Hick oTy dick -o ry, dock! 

hit knee 
Bw. 

hit hand 

Dock! 

hit floor 

Ran down. 
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SONG TITLE DIDDLE, DIDDLE DUMPLING 
(WITHOUT THIRDS) 

GRADE 

BOOMWHACKERS: Low C Red D Oronge, E Yellow, F Lime Green, G Blue-green, 

A Blue-vioet, B Magenta, High C Red 
(Oe per studen) 

FORMATION: Circle, facing in (teacher in center of circle) 

CC C o DDc 

T 

TEACHING PROCESS: 

Teach song by rote 
Clap ostinato pattern. 

e 
Sing song whlle clapping ostinato pattern 
Transfer ostinato to tubes. Teacher sits in the center of circle and cues students., See score and formation. Sing song with tubes. 
Teach the coda. Add the Coda at end of song. 
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DIDDLE, DIDDLE DUMPLING (WITHOUT THIRDS) 
Ar. Chris Judah-Lauder 

Voice 

Did-dle, did-dle dump-ling, my son John, went to bed with his trou -sers on. 

BOOMWHACKERS® 

V. 

One shoe off and one shoe on, did-dle, did-dle dump-ling, my son John 

(Coda) 

Bw 
. 
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SONG TImLE DIDDLE, DIDDLE DUIMPLING 
(WITH THIRDS) 

2 GRADE 

A Blue-violet, B Magenta, High C Red 

(one per student) 

BOOMWHACKERS: Low C Red. DOrange, E Yellow, F Lime Green, G Blue-green, 

FORMATION Clrcle, facing in (teacher in center of circle) 

C 
D 

D 
C 

C 

TEACHING PROCESS: 

Teach the coda first (last measure of song: C, E, and G are played simultaneously). Perform the song with thirds above the main tube part. Because two different pitches 
will be played simuttaneously, the teacher will need to sit in the center and cue using 
both arms. 

Teach the coda. 
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DIDDLE, DIDDLE DUMPLING (WITH THIRDS) 
Arr. Chris Judah-Lauder 

Voice 

Did-dle, did-dle dump-ling, my son John, went to bed with his trou -sers on. 

BOOMWHACKERS® 

One shoe off and one shoe on, did-dle, did-dle dump-ling, my son John. 

(Coda) 

Bw. 
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SONG TITLES WE LIKE TO 

GRADE: 3-5 

BOOMWHACKERS* Low C Red, D Orange, E Yellow, F Lime Green, G Blue-green, A Blue-. Blue-violet (one per student except Player 2 on the ostinato part who gets aD and an A tube) 

FORMATION 

C,E,G D, F,A 

oSTINATo 
D, A, C 

TEACHING PROCESs:

Begin in self-space. 
Teach poem through body percussion. When students have mastered the rhythm. the aural text (words) will no longer be necessary. 
Divide class in half. One half plays the patsch part (boom): the other half plays the clap (whacK) part. 
Hand out one tube per child. 
Transfer the pats and claps to tubes as follows: 

Pats: (boom) C. E, G 
Claps: (whack) D, F, A 

High 
Player 1 

C Teach ostinato, which is divided between two players. Player 1 gets a high C tube. Player 2 gets a D and an A tube. (The number of tubes you have available will determine the number of students Piaye assigned to this part.) 

Combine ostinato with the voice part. 
Add maracas (or soft tambourine) playing eighth notes. 
Experiment with formation of players: see diagram on previous page. Students playing the patsch and clap parts: stand 

Students playing the ostinato part: sit. 
Students lean inside toward ostinato players as they play their patsch and clap parts. 

EXTENSION POSSIBILITY 

Transfer the voice part to a temple block. 
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WE LIKE TO 
By Chris Judah-Lauder 

Voice 
We like to and We like to 

Clap 
(D, FA) 

whack, 

Patsch 
(C, E, G) 

boom, boom. 

Ost. 

H V. 

and We like to and We like to 

C. 

whack whack. 

HH H P. 

boom, boom, 

Ost 

and 

C. 

whack, 

P. 

boom, boom 

Ost. 
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SONG TILE' YOUR LETTER 

GRADE: 3-5 

BOOMWHACKERS Low C Red, D Orange, E Yellow. G Blue-green, A Blue-violet 

(one per student)

FORMATION Self-space 

TEACHING PROCESS* 

Teach A section by rote. A section is Sung. 

Teach B section of song. 
leacher calls out a pattern, speaking or singing the letter names from the B section 

(The patterns range from easy to hard) 

Students echo by playing their tube to match the pattern. 

Final form of song: ABA 

A-Sung by al. 
B-Teacher calls out a pattern, speaking or singing the letter names. 

Students play the pattern. 

A-Sung by al. 

EXTENSION POSSIBILTY: 

.Follow the same format as above, except after students have echoed the B pattern on 
the tube, they continue to play this pattern while the teacher and students sing the A section. The pattern stops when the feacher calls out the next pattern. 

Have students make up thelir own four-beat patterns. 
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YOUR LETTER 
By Chris Judah-Lauder 

Lis-ten for your let ter care fu ly Af ter you hear it play with me. 

. 3. 

CCC E G CCG CD E CD E A 

8. . 1. 

C D E G C A AG CG E A C A EEE 
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SONG TITLES OSTINATO EXPLORATION 

GRADE 4-7 

BOOMWMACKERS Low C Red, D Orange, E Yellow, G Blue-green, A Blue-violet, High C Red 

(one per student) 

FORMATION: Self-space 

TEACHING PROCESS: 

Imitation and Improvisation Activities 

Distribute one tube to each student. 

Teacher improvises several examples of simple four-beat patterns. Students echo. 

Students are asked to play only when the teacher holds up the same color of tube they 
are holding. They may improvise as long as they attempt to stay with the beat. 

Note: The teacher may hold up more than one tube at a time. 

Ostinato Exploration Using One Pattern per Tube 

Place tubes on fwo different music stands. Explain that if the color of the student's 
tube is on: 

Stand A: play the asigned pattern 

Stand B: remain slent 

In teacher's hand: play the assigned pattern. 
.Teacher holds up tube and begins a simple ostinato pattern chosen from the score below. Students with same color or pitch fube imitate teacher's pattern. The teacher places his/her tube on Stand A, which tells students to continue to play the pattern. 

Teacher layers in all colors (from high to low) using the sx different patterns found on the sCore below. Students must memorize their own pattern. 
Teacher demonstrates all six ostinati. 
Throughout this exercise, the tubes are switched back and forth between the two sTanas until no tubes are playing. Ending with low C is a nice way to conclude. When uo all on Stand B, no one should be playing. 

are 
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OSTINATO EXPLORATION 
By Chris Judah-Lauder 

High C Red 

A Blue-violet 

G Blue-green 

E Yellow 

DOrange 

Low C Red 
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SoNG TITLE TAKE YOUR PICK! 

GRADE 4-6 

BOOMWHACKERS* Low C Red, D Orange, E Yellow, G Blue-green A Blue-violet, High C Red 
(one per student) (C Pentatonic) 

VISUAL One 

FORMATION Self-space 
Note: Because this is a piece used to reinforce the independent reading of simple rhythms a teaching visual for students is necessary. After the four rhythms have been thoroughly reviewed, provide a score for each student. Although students work in small groups, reading the score is an essential element of this activity. Score can easily be adapted to ofher grade levels. For younger children, change the rhythms to two measures long. 

TEACHING PROCESS 

Using a visual, revlew all rhythms with class, going over them one at time (see score). 
Ask students to select one rhythm to play. Provide practice time. Perform one at a time in a variety of combinations, maybe as a round, and so on. 

Hand out a copy of music to each student. 

.Arrange students in pairs, one tube per student, each with a different pitch. 
With a partner, students select one rhythm to prepare. The rhythm must be repeated, and students must write the letter name under the notes to indicate who plays when. 

Example of Rhythm #1: 

C C C G G GC G G 
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Practice. Share, 

Note: Teacher provides a simple bordun accompaniment on either a bass 
xylophone of piano. Below are two different possibilitles, or make up your ow 

2 

.Trv the same exercise above using three students, next four students, then five studenfs, 
and finally six sfudents fo represent all of the pitches in the pentatonic scale. 

XTENSION POSSIBILITIES: 

Ask students fo prepare an introduction and coda. 

Combine all four pleces with posslbiy an interlude between each. The teacher 

accompaniment pattern could be an interludde. 

Add barred instruments and simple unpitched percussion parts. 

Students stand in a scattered position (with audience in the middle) and perform their 
rthythm piece. This is a wonderful way to transfer these hythms to a performance piece. 

TAKE YOUR PICK! 
By Chris Judah-Lauder 
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